AS39513 Standard Board Android App Quick Start Guide

Note: For a detailed description of the AS39513 Standard Board please refer to the Demo Kit
Manual!
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Introduction

This Quick Start User Guide is intended to enable you to install the AS3513 Android App on an
Android Phone and make a couple of quick tests using the AS39513 Demo board including reading
the UID and Battery voltage. For more detailed advice on configuring the AS39513 to log
temperature and how to install the Source code please refer to the AS39513 Android App User
Guide.
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Out of the Box
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AS39513 Datasheet
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AS39513 Android App User Guide
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Application note Cool Log Command Set
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Application note AS39513 Antenna Design Guide

o

AS39513 Android App Version 2.1.7

CR2032 battery

Software Installation

The APK of the application can be easily installed on any Android device (4.2 or higher). It is
sufficient to transfer the APK file to the device (e.g. via USB cable, or by sending it to the device as
an email attachment) and then to click on it. Android should automatically prompt the user for a
confirmation before installing the application. If Android prevents the installation of the APK, the
user may first need to enable the installation of third-party APKs from unknown sources, which may
be blocked on the device (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Installing the Application
To install the application it is sufficient to open the APK file on the phone. Before installing, it may
be necessary to enable installation from unknown sources
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Start the Application

This section details how to use the app to read basic information from the AS39513 tag.

4.1

Read the UID

In order to read the UID, as well as other basic information, from the AS39513 Demo Board it is
sufficient to place it near the Android phone. As soon as an AS39513 tag is detected, the app
automatically updates the following information (see Figure 2):
•

Tag ID (UID)

•

Chip revision

•

AFI

•

DSFID

•

Memory size

This feature demonstrates the “Get System Info” command (see the AS39315 Datasheet).

Figure 2 As soon as a tag is detected, the app automatically reads basic tag information

4.2

Read the battery voltage

Place the CR2032 battery in the battery holder of the AS39513 Demo Board.
In order to get an instant reading of the battery voltage (or the external sensor voltage) the user
needs to press the corresponding button in the info tab. If the tag is already near the Android phone,
the value will be read. If the tag is not near the Android phone, the user will be prompted to place
the tag near the phone by a dialog box. Once the tag is detected, the value reading will be
immediately shown in the app (see Figure 3).
This feature demonstrates the “Do Measurement” command (see the AS39315 Datasheet).

Figure 3 Reading the battery voltage
For further information: www.ams.com/AS39513

